Data Centre Interconnect

Fast, flexible inter-capital connectivity

Data Centre Interconnect (DCI) links leading data centres across Australia to provide class-leading connectivity for your customers.

Delivered over Telstra Wholesale’s secure fibre optic network, DCI gives you the low-risk, cost-efficient bandwidth your customers demand.

And now you can ‘reserve’ data capacity over any DCI route at a minimal fixed cost.

Flexible capacity management

• With next-business-day delivery, DCI provides an always-on service for your customers.
• Installation is FREE and our contracts are flexible with extra bandwidth delivered on demand, where available.
• Plus: Reserve data capacity over available DCI routes, secure it for up to 6 months, and pay just a reservation fee.

Uncompromised reach and reliability

• Data centres in most major Australian capital cities, to deliver industry-leading connectivity, coast to coast.
• Enjoy the peace of mind which comes with Telstra Wholesale network reliability. It’s business continuity assurance for your customers.

The network of the future

DCI is an efficient and modern, carrier-grade platform, based on Telstra’s premium fibre network.

To learn more about current price promotions on DCI, contact your account manager or head to https://www.telstrawholesale.com.au/products/data/backhaul.html